as a "deep horizontal comradeship", 8 within the postcolonial nation of Sri Lanka, this comradeship becomes limited to an exclusive ethnic group while others are condemned to play the role of permanent guests on the peripheries of the nation. It is this question of cultural legitimacy that leads us to the poetry of Jean Arasanayagam.
Placed as she is, at the crossroads of two minority identities -Burgher and Tamil -in the country, her work encapsulates a unique and complex response to the exclusionary nationalist rhetoric of postcolonial Sri Lanka.
As a writer of Dutch Burgher origin, 9 married to a Tamil, the numerically largest and politically most assertive minority in the country, and living in the largely Sinhala-dominated southern part of the country, Arasanayagam's writing career shows her long-term engagement with the multiple heritages that inform her identity.
If the dominant consciousness that emerges in her writing is "hybrid", as Neluka Silva terms it, 10 it is an uneasy hybridity that is suffused with questions of what these heritages mean and of what sense she can make of them in the process of selfdefinition. One can see the discourses of exclusionary ethno-nationalism lurking in the shadows of her writing, and impinging upon the ways in which she writes her identity. It is very much under the sign of the postcolonial nation and its hegemonic discourses that Arasanayagam's writing seeks its specific space. As Chatterjee points out in a rather Foucauldian formulation, the relationship of the dominant over the dominated is never total. Hegemony is never total in its reach: the dominated, though overdetermined by structures of suppression, always create a zone of autonomy. It is this zone of autonomy, and the contradictions that necessarily inhabit such a space, that we seek to explore in Arasanayagam's work.
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One of Arasanayagam's earliest works, "Kindura", the title poem of a 1973 collection, embodies the ambiguous potential of hybridity. The poem uses the half- The opening five lines focus on the kindura's flamboyant bird-like features and physique, poised on the brink of aggressive motion that resolves into a delicate, musical performance that is palpably human. Neither avian nor human, both avian and human -the kindura appears self-complete in its hybridity, its profile "imperturbable". However, in the next few lines, this hybridity develops a more unsettling dimension -the kindura's 'unruffled feathers" that seem to signal outward calm are resignifed as immobility and "arrested flight". The doubleness of the kindura -its capacity for dynamic action and artistic performance hybridized with the intimation of potential unrealized -renders it problematic as the sign of
Arasanayagam's self-identity as woman and poet. The concluding lines bring her mixed feelings to the fore in her vantage on her "submerged personality" as the ghost of kindura -both a shadow of the legendary creature and the site of its modern haunting. Will this "submerged personality" rise in flight, and will the shadow grow into bodily substance -these are questions the poem leaves unanswered.
It is interesting that in this early work, Arasanayagan draws inspiration from a It's all happened before and will happen again And we the onlookers
But now I'm in it
It's happened to me
At last history has meaning. 15 In this quotation from a poem pointedly titled "1958….'71…..'77……'81…..'83", the narrative voice deals with a history of repetitive violence. 16 The dates in the title record a sporadic series of anti-Tamil riots in the country (except for '71 when a Maoist-style youth insurgency occurred in the south of the country). Having earlier perceived this violence from afar as an "onlooker", the narrator now encounters it head on -she is now "in it" and "history has meaning". The numbers of the years that signpost the violent maturation of the postcolonial nation are now no longer abstractthey are very much a part of the narrator's own history.
As Regi Siriwardena notes, Arasanayagam's poems in the collection
Apocalypse '83 from the immediate post-1983 period are spontaneous and powerful accounts of the futility of violence, but it is in her later poetry that she begins to dwell more intensely and deeply on the themes of identity and belonging that arise from the trauma of what happened to her and her family in 1983. 17 Most critics of
Arasanayagam's work agree that 1983 was a significant event in her literary career, and that a marked note of urgency and political awareness emerges in her post-'83 writing. 18 Yet, the specific directions that the writing takes, and the majoritarian meta-cultural discourses that shape this writing remain under-analysed. W
Arasanayagam feels compelled to investigate her self-identity and position within a society she has inhabited from birth but now finds inimical, this investigation also The "consummation of some brief bliss" brings to the fore the transience of the encounter which leads to her birth, perhaps hinting also at its accidental nature. But out of this accident, love, hope, and the capacity to dream are born. In the undertones of war and bloodshed, the narrator offers a different, positive vantage on her ancestry.
A few lines later, she reiterates that her Burgher identity was not one acquired "by weapons that they used / But by some other miracle / Call it birth". 27 The twin images of "miracle" and "cradle" combine to remind us of another birth, ancient in time and full of the promise of peace and resurrection -the birth of Christ. In her lived experience, questions of guilt and shame about her genealogy are intertwined with the possibility of her birth as a miraculous event promising a new and better human condition.
Arasanayagam's work also seeks a broader identification with the suffering of women who were the victims, rather than agents, of a patriarchal colonialism. 28 In England -and bring back fine gifts of "dresses with / tiers and frills of taffeta" in "bandboxes rustling with tissue". 33 But the poetic persona disturbs this idyllic memory when she asks with self-irony: "who thought us anachronisms of that age? / We were part of an Empire's glory". This unsettling note, reinforced by a sudden crack of "thunder" that portends "stormy destinies", 34 is repeated as the child reaches maturity, and in her debutante moment, compares herself to a pupa within a silk cocoon that is snatched before its moment of glorious emergence, and dropped in boiling water so that silk can be extracted:
I wore my dress sewn with a stroke of birdwing serrated stitches, honeycombed and bullioned at the waist, a spume of frothy pleats flowing over small sea rock, a clutched pupa bound within a chrysalis before it's snatched from mulberry leaf and dropped in searing water.
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On one level, the "searing water" could suggest entry into adulthood and the pressures it entails but there is also a note of unfulfilled promise. The beautifully decked out child-adult, like a butterfly or a bird, is set forth to spread her wings but like the image of the archetypal "Icarus" that occurs later in the poem, her moment of glory is short-lived. What drives this unsettling strain in the poem? Possible answers emerge in the later stanzas as the narrative voice recounts how her childhood world is bounded by social privilege and a westernized education, and kept apart from the broader local culture. The history books she read were written by "nineteenth century Victorians / a Cordiner or Davy" whose language she read "as if it were mine", while all the time "wondering" whether the "pagan rites" and "devil-dancing" they spoke of were part of her own heritage. While the child watches a "Punch and Judy / show" in her house, children outside play on the street and "call[…] in tongues" she "did not know". 36 In remembering this childhood world, the adult persona also realises that she has been conditioned by it; cut off from the outside world, whatever dim perception she has of it is distorted.
The ending of the poem captures the paradox of childhood remembrance as a process of self-realization and self-disavowal in the image of stilt-walkers in their awkward balancing act:
They gave us names settling uneasy on our limbs, silk stockings on the wooden legs of carnival men treading the streets teetering on dancing stilts.
Their glittering silver sequinned processional walks into the dark, the clacking echoes vanishing, the blazing torches ash.
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In their performance of identity in the public sphere, the Burghers, like the stiltwalkers, are artificially elevated by tradition, "teetering on dancing stilts." Their discomfiture is accentuated by stilts clothed in ill-fitting "silk stockings" that "settle uneasily" on the limbs like the names "they" gave "us" -"they" here possibly referring to the colonisers or the colonial tradition in general which had a profound influence on the persona's life. They take part in the local carnival, but are they really an integral part of it? The final lines of the poem quoted above follow the stilt-walkers as they disappear into the dark, their departure marked not by community applause or fanfare but as a fade-out into disappearance from community itself. The self-identity in the poem is a troubled one for as it retrieves its own past in an act of self-and collective remembrance, it also perceives how this past is one of disarticulation from the indigenous life-world. The persona's -and by extension, the Burgher's -past distance from others is continuous with their present relegation by others to historical oblivion.
The persona's predicament is akin to that of the self-alienated colonised individual Fanon speaks of in Black Skin, White Masks -a self that has in some ways 'selved' the other and 'othered' the self. 38 Alienated from her own past as she recognizes it as the source of her present alienation from others, the persona tries to recuperate some form of agency from her predicament. In the middle of the poem, she sees herself as a bird of "migrant breed" that in "overstaying / its summer, cohabiting with native kind" has "now grown / into this rare genus". 39 It is no longer the mythical kindura but the bird, a living inhabitant of the local life-world, which now (high caste Hindu Tamil) culture, there is also desire to be a part of it. 44 This duality is again underwritten by the contradictions of a dominated consciousness seeking a zone of autonomy: an outsider who seeks to be an insider but at the same time struggling against a position of subservience that the dominant culture allocates.
To explore some of the complexities of Arasanayagam's Tamil identity, we will turn to poems in her works, Reddened Water Flows Clear and Shooting the Floricans. 45 In these poems, the daughter-in-law perceives the mother-in-law as a cultural custodian, surrounded by an intricate network of religio-cultural practices that define and provide meaning to the matriarch's life. Seeing the centrality of the matriarch in this culture and frustrated by the constant ostracism she suffers at her hands, the daughter-in-law seeks to enter the mother-in-law's space in the guise of a devotee, and in doing so, achieves a measure of recognition. However, it is important to note that Arasanayagam's portrayal of the matriarch and her cultural role has a distinct taste of the exotic to it. Unlike her writing on Burgher identity where there is a level of self-irony at the way she might be distorting what is local, the gaze here is of an outsider at times unaware of the ways in which her writing creates an exotic aura.
"Women Goddesses and Their Mythologies", 46 The writing produces the mystical aura, an exotic strangeness that seems to inhabit this ritualised space; in this exoticization, we see not only the persona as novice arrival but also her attempt to relate to this other-space. Her every sensation is heightened in nervous apprehension of being in a sacred world she barely understands, and the privilege of being allowed in. She is cautious and tremulous; the necessary rites of entry have been undergone, and she is now purified, respectful and ready to be initiated. Her "uncertain" tread and "wavering" footsteps mark the entry of an outsider into what is a jealously guarded inner cultural domain. What is equally significant is that although this is the one and only time she has been able to step across, she has breached a symbolic barrier. The outsider achieves temporary insider status along with a sense of pleasure in her vicariousness gained through the ability to see, spy and report upon the mother-in-law's rituals.
Despite this brief entry into the mother-in-law's world, the strict cultural codes the matriarch observes continue to mediate the relationship between the two women and the mother-in-law looks "askance" upon the daughter-in-law as an "intruder" who fed on "unhallowed meats" and "mated / With those who were not always their kind." 48 Here then is the essentialised cultural logic of the Hindu Tamil mother-in-law whose pure versus polluted taxonomy cannot accommodate the miscegenated Christian Burgher daughter-in-law -a micro-structure of the same cultural logic that operates as a meta-discourse of exclusion in the public sphere of the nation. In the movements between the pleasure of the initiate and the exposing and ironising of the matriarch's parochialism, Arasanayagam constructs the daughter-in-law's desire to belong but also her distancing as a more liberal and enlightened critic of a tenaciously preserved tradition.
matriarch, and in the end, to a reversal of roles that shows the daughter-in-law confirmed in her position as insider. By the end of the poem, the daughter-in-law can celebrate her ability to procreate as a young mother in opposition to the matriarch grown "barren" with age. 49 with her gold bracelets for the children, bracelets that are seen as "manacles of hierarchy" or "frail handcuffs" of "lineage" which the children will naturally outgrow, and the "snapped, bits and pieces" will be flung away in "choked drawers" 52 -long forgotten signifiers of the matriarch's ineffectual attempt to bring the children within her cultural domain. Yet the matriarch's actions here also signify acknowledgement of the children, and in that sense an unwitting acknowledgement of the mixing of her bloodline with that of the daughter-in-law's. We would posit that it is in this sense that the narrator sees the birth of the children as "my new/ Birth". 53 These children can be seen as physical embodiments of a cross-cultural encounter that interrupts the exclusionary logic of the mother-in-law's cultural consciousness, and simultaneously allow the daughter-in-law to construct for herself the insider position she yearns.
Through these hybrid children, straddling two cultures, the daughter-in-law has continuity and a connection to the matriarch's culture but is also a source of cultural change.
Elsewhere in Arasanayagam's work, the identification with the mother-in-law sought for but only tentatively touched upon in "Women Goddesses and
Mythologies" is made possible through what Sumathy Sivamohan terms a "womanist sensibility" -a sensibility that can identify with other women by forging connections through their shared roles as women. 54 In "An Empty Temple", a poem from
Shooting the Floricans, the opening stanza sees the daughter-in-law washing matriarch's old room following her death, attempting to erase her memory. But the old woman's "smell" lingers in the room and the daughter-in-law recalls with some admiration the matriarch's zest for life in her "sensuous" yearning for the "ambrosial taste" of mangoes.
out the 55 As with Johanna, the empathy here is expressed in rich physical detail fusing the sensations of the two female bodies. In the last two stanzas, the identification between the two women returns to their first spiritual connection in the shrine-room -but with a distinct difference. In these stanzas, the matriarch's room is transformed into a "temple" in the narrator's imagination, and she is the devotee, serving the goddess/matriarch. There is a further twist: in a role-reversal in the last line, the daughter-in-law becomes the goddess when the matriarch addresses her as "Iswari" (Sivamohan observes that this is one of the many names of the goddess
Her room is like an empty temple now and
There's no one to hold incense or burn camphor
To the ghost of a forgotten image. The poet is on indigenous ground, no different from other women "common"
and "anonymous", adapted to the discomforts and harassments of an everyday journey through the "dusty" roads. But this locatedness and identification is informed also by a proud sense of her difference: she has "magic" in her brain. It is this "magic" of her imaginative power as a writer that allows her to inform the world of her and her fellow beings' suffering, and also to construct imaginative spaces that can exceed those allocated to them by society. It is in this writerly space that Arasanayagam engages in her project of self-fashioning -a self that is Sri Lankan in a broad and inclusive sense.
Writing within a postcolonial Sri Lanka where nationalist master narratives have created a cultural imagination entrenched in dichotomies of insider/outsider, indigenous/alien and pure/polluted, Arasanayagam's writing seeks a space that would locate her within the nation-state as an author of her own self-determination. The encounter with these meta-narratives of exclusion produces in her writing both a desire to belong but also a simultaneous desire for distance. If the national, the local or the indigenous is a space where what is considered marginal can only occupy a position of subservience, the marginal seeks to redefine that space and thereby stake a claim with dignity. Some would describe this as the generation of a "third space" in Homi Bhabha's terms. 60 But rather than a cosmopolitan conception of hybridityembodied in a subject who can move freely within a borderless world available to those plugged in to the circuits of global capitalism -the consciousness in
Arasanayagam is one still heavily invested in the idea of Sri Lanka, an investment reflected in her choice to live and write within the country. She writes from within the nation and as one who wishes to belong to it. To invoke Stuart Hall, Arasanayagam's writing reveals a process of "becoming" 61 and in that sense destabilises the unitary logic of essentialised conceptions of identity, but at the same time is acutely conscious of the value of cultural identity. The desire and the longing for a place to locate the self is writ large in her work. She remains very much a part of the postcolonial Sri
Lankan nation -but a nation that is redefined to reflect a multiplicity lacking in its exclusive nationalist rhetoric. 14 On July 23, 1983, there was a massive wave of violence throughout the country against the Tamil minority on an unprecedented scale. Sparked off by the killing of 13 Sri Lankan army soldiers by Tamil rebel forces in the North of the country, these riots claimed almost 2000 Tamil lives, and displaced thousands by rendering them homeless and destitute. There was also large-scale property damage with Tamil households and businesses targeted by organised Sinhalese gangs. It is widely believed that the state was very late in responding to the situation and thereby deepened the mistrust of the Tamil minority about the Sri Lankan state's capability, and indeed, readiness to safeguard their rights. Arasanayagam's home was attacked on account of her husband being Tamil and the family had to seek refuge with neighbours and later in government refugee camps.
